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ABSTRACT 
In the paper, the computation of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of polynomial eigenvalue problem via standard 
eigenvalue problems is presented. We also establish orthogonality relations between the eigenvectors of matrix 
polynomials. A numerical example is given to illustrate the applicability of the obtained theoretical results. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
Consider the polynomial eigenvalue problem 
(1.1) 
                                   
    00111   xMMMMxP kkkk                  
          
which arises in the analysis and numerical solution of high order systems of ordinary differential equations [4,5] of the form 


















k                                 
  
where  01 ,,, MMM kk   are constant nn  matrices and kM  is nonsingular. 
The polynomial  





         
  
 is very often referred to as a lambda matrix, or matrix polynomial of degree k  [4,6]. The polynomial eigenvalue problem 
is the problem of determining all the eigenvalues i  and the corresponding eigenvectors ix  of the matrix polynomial P . 
Note that the standard eigenvalue problem xAx   is a special case of (1.1). 
The paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we study the polynomial eigenvalue problem and we show how to 
compute the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the polynomial eigenvalue problem (1.1) via the standard eigenvalue 
problem xAx  . In section 3, we introduce orthogonality relations between the eigenvectors of the polynomial 
eigenvalue problem (1.1) of degree k . The orthogonality relations between the eigenvectors of matrix polynomial of 
degree 2 were considered, see for example [1,2,3] which is special case of (1.1). These orthogonality relations play an 
important role in control theory especially for partial eigenvalue assignment problem [2,6]. A numerical example is given in 
section 4 to show the applicability of the obtained theoretical results.3 
2.  Computing The Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors of Polynomial Eigenvalue Problem 
Let us start with the following preliminary definitions, which are needed throughout the rest of the paper.. 
Definition 1  A scalar C  such that    0det P  is called an eigenvalue of the matrix polynomial P .  The set of 
eigenvalues is the called the spectrum of P . 
Definition 2 The nonzero vectors x  and y  are, respectively, called the right and left eigenvectors, corresponding to 





    if 
(2.1)        00111   xMMMM kkkk          
and 
(2.2)
        
  00111   MMMMy kkkkH    
where 
Hy is the conjugate transpose of the vector y . 
Definition 3  The triplet  yx,, is called the eigenpair of P . 
Definition 4  The pairs  x, and  y, are called, respectively, right and left the eigenpairs of P . 
Definition 5  The matrix polynomial P  is called singular if for any C  the matrix  P  is singular. Otherwise the 
matrix polynomial P  is called regular. In this paper we restrict ourselves to regular matrix polynomial P . 
In the following theorem, we show how to compute the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the polynomial eigenvalue 
problem (1.1) 
Theorem 1  
A scalar C  is an eigenvalue of the matrix polynomial  
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    
with the corresponding right eigenvector x  and the left eigenvector y  if and only if   is an eigenvalue of the 
knkn matrix 









































with the corresponding right eigenvector xˆ  and left eigenvector yˆ  such that. 
(2.4)
































































































Suppose the pair  x,  is a right eigenpairs of the matrix polynomial P , and then we have 
(2.5)
                     
  00111   xMMMM kkkk    
































































































































 Notes:   xMxMMM kkkk    0111   
Similarly, suppose the pair  y,  is a left eigenpairs of the matrix polynomial P , and then we have 
(2.6)
    
  00111   MMMMy kkkkH   . 
Hence, 
































































and we have  
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    kHkkHkkkkHHH MyMMyMMMyMyAy  ,,,ˆ 1221210    .    
Notes:-            0111 MyMMMy HkkkkH     . 
Hence 



























proves that  yx ˆ,ˆ, is an eigenpair of the matrix A . 















































































 with ixˆ  are of 1n column vectors, k,,i 1 . 
The equation (2.7) can be written as 
(2.8)

























   









k   
  
i.e. 
  0ˆ10111   xMMMM kkkk   . 
This shows that   is the eigenvalue of  P  with right eigenvector 1xˆ . If we consider the right eigenvector x  of  P  
is determined by 1xˆx   
Similarly, if yˆ is the left eigenvector of A  associated with the eigenvalue , then 
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where  HkHkHHH yyyyy ˆˆˆ,ˆˆ 121    
The equation (2.10) can be written as 










































     











Substituting the equations (2.11) into (2.12) after multiplication by   on the left, we obtain. 
          kkHkkkkHkkkHkkHkkHk MMyMMyMMyMMyMMy 11112121101 ˆˆˆˆˆ      hence 
  0ˆ 0111   MMMMy kkkkkHk   
which shows that   is the eigenvalue of  P  with the left eigenvector  1ˆ kHk My .  If we consider the left eigenvector 
y  of  P  is determined by 1ˆ  k
H
k
H Myy . 
3. Orthogonality Relations between the Eigenvectors of Matrix Polynomial. 
In this section, we first state recent result on the orthogonality relation between the eigenvectors of a given nn  matrix 
[6]. 
Theorem 2  [6] (Orthogonality of the Eigenvectors of a Matrix A ) 
Let n ,,, 21   be the eigenvalues of a matrix 
nnCA   and let Xˆ and Yˆ be respectively the right and the left 
eigenvector matrices of A . Assume that      nmm  ,,,, 11   and nm  .  Partition  21 ˆ,ˆˆ XXX   
and  21 ˆ,ˆˆ YYY  , where  mxxX ˆ,,ˆˆ 11  ;  nm xxX ˆ,,ˆˆ 12  ,  myyY ˆ,,ˆˆ 11   and  nm yyY ˆ,,ˆˆ 12  . 
Then  
(3.1)





(3.2)      0ˆˆ 21 XAY
H
 
If, in addition, A  is real symmetric, then 
(3.3)      0ˆˆ 21 XX
T
 and 0ˆˆ 21 XAX
T
. 
The following theorem establishes the orthogonality relations between the eigenvectors for the matrix polynomial 
(1.1) using its connection with the standard eigenvalues problem given in Theorem 2.  
Theorem 3 (Orthogonality of the Eigenvectors of the Matrix Polynomial) 






    and let X  and Y  be respectively the right and left eigenvector 
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matrices. Assume that      knmm ,,,,   11  and knm  . Partition  21, XXX  ,  21,YYY   and 
 21, diag  
where  mxxX ,,11  ;  knm xxX ,,12  ,  myyY ,,11   and  knm yyY ,,12  , 
with  mdiag  ,,11   and  knmdiag  ,,12   
Then 








































Hj XMY  
Proof. 




































































      kHHKHkKHkHKHkKHkH MYMYMYMYMYMYMYY ,,,ˆ 21321121     where     
    knxxX ˆ,,ˆˆ 1   and  knyyY ˆ,,ˆˆ 1   
From equation (3.1) of Theorem 2, we have 
        

























































           
 



































This relation can be summarized as follows 
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Hj XMY  
which proves relation (3.5). 
Similarly, from equation (3.2) we obtain (3.4) as follows 
           




























































































































































































































This proves the relation (3.4).  The theorem is then proved. 
We give some illustrative examples to show orthogonality relations between eigenvectors for matrix polynomial of different 
degrees  
Example 1  matrix polynomial of degree 2 (Quadratic polynomial) 
Put 2k in the above relations, we get the quadratic polynomial  
(3.6)
     
    00122  xMMMxP   






  02112112221  XMYMYXMY HHH  
Example 2  matrix polynomial of degree 3 (Cubic polynomial) 
Put 3k  in the above relations, we get the cubic polynomial 
(3.7)
     
    0012233  xMMMMxP    
Orthogonality relations of this cubic polynomial are  
(3.8)      0201222113121222311  XMYXMYMYXMY HHHH  
(3.9)      02112113121222131122231  XMYMYMYXMYMYXMY HHHHHH . 
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4. Numerical Example 
In this section, a numerical example to compute eigenvalues and (right and left) eigenvectors problem of matrix polynomial 
of degree 3 (cubic polynomial) is presented. We, also show orthogonality relations between eigenvectors of this matrix 
polynomial. 
We generate the randomly matrices 123 ,, MMM  and 0M  (size 4) (using MATLAB 5.3) as follows  
 


















































































The polynomial eigenvalue problem    xMMMMxP 012233    can be reduced to standard eigenvalue 
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  Table 1 
 










1.1687 - 0.8481i 
4 = 




0.0375 + 0.9101i 
7 = 
0.0375 - 0.9101i 
8 = 
-0.2044 + 0.5375i 
9 = 








Now, we show how to compute the right eigenvectors 12,,2,1 ixi  and left eigenvectors 12,,2,1 iy
H
i  of 




3 MMMMP   . 
For example, we consider the eigenvalue 182221 .  of the matrix A has corresponding the right eigenvector 
1xˆ  
T
0.3524-0.39850.45790.5521-0.16150.1826-0.2098-0.25300.0740-0.08370.09610.1159-  and 
the corresponding left eigenvector  
Hyˆ1  0.4465-0.5436-0.2915-0.1057-0.0730-0.13950.1272-0.2223-0.2242-0.2301-0.1873-0.4246- . 
Since from Theorem 2,  Txxxxˆ 12111   is the right eigenvector of matrix A, then  
1x  
T
0.0740-0.08370.09610.1159-  is the right eigenvector of matrix polynomial )(P  . 
Also since from Theorem 2,       31231123211 MyMMyMMMyyˆ HHHH    is l the eft 
eigenvector of matrix A, then  
Hy1  4465.05436.02915.01057.0 
1
3
M  is the left eigenvector of matrix polynomial )(P  .  
Similarly, we can compute the reminder right eigenvectors 1232 x,,x,x   and left eigenvectors 
HHH y,,y,y 1232  of the 
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            Table 2 
 




3 MMMMP    
1x   
T
0.0740-0.08370.09610.1159-  
2x   
T
0.1816-0.07290.19280.1432-  
3x   
T
0.1652i + 0.19890.0506i - 0.1038-0.1308i - 0.1843-0.0080i + 0.0565  
4x   
T
0.1652i - 0.19890.0506i  0.1038-0.1308i  0.1843-0.0080i  - 0.0565   
5x   
T
0.4299-0.04840.26060.3550  
6x   
T
0.1359i - 0.0087-0.4862i + 0.19370.1697i + 0.09820.2012i + 0.1604  
7x   
T
0.1359i  0.0087-0.4862i - 0.19370.1697i - 0.09820.2012i - 0.1604   
8x   
T
0.5811i + 0.2761-0.3994i - 0.20930.2227i + 0.0809-0.0457i - 0.1375  
9x   
T
0.5811i - 0.2761-0.3994i  0.20930.2227i - 0.0809-0.0457i  0.1375   
10x   
T
0.6303-0.30970.1562-0.3760  
11x   
T
0.67710.6789-0.21870.1285  




                          Table 3 




3 MMMMP    
Hy1  
 0.6056-0.1538-0.8702-0.5084  
Hy2  
 0.54840.0037-0.51600.1904-  
Hy3  
 0.0997i + 0.7573-0.4570i - 0.56350.3686i - 0.1664-0.6450i + 0.2502  
Hy4  
 0.0997i - 0.7573-0.4570i  0.56350.3686i  0.1664-0.6450i - 0.2502   
Hy5  
 0.0130i - 0.0627-0.0228i - 0.1153-0.1516i + 0.18210.1464i + 0.2608-  
Hy6  
 0.0130i  0.0627-0.0228i  0.1153-0.1516i - 0.18210.1464i - 0.2608-   
Hy7  
 0.1433-0.3047-0.1674-0.0559-  
Hy8  
 0.4244-0.1242-0.5645-0.9966  
Hy9  
 0.4635i - 0.04930.3685i - 0.1192-0.3934i + 0.31440.2971i + 0.3706-  
Hy10  
 0.4635i  0.04930.3685i  0.1192-0.3934i - 0.31440.2971i - 0.3706-   
Hy11  
 0.4484-0.0697-0.4036-0.9049  
Hy12  
 0.1378-0.18050.5797-0.6497  
 
Now, we satisfy the orthogonality relations (3.8) and (3.9) from example 2.  We take the first m  )4( m  eigenvalues 
4321  ,,,  from Table 1 and the associated left eigenvectors 
HHHH y,y,y,y 4321  from Table 3 such that 
   0.8481i  1.16870.8481i - 1.16871.6155-2.1822-43211  diagdiag   

















0.0997i - 0.7573-0.4570i  0.56350.3686i  0.1664-0.6450i - 0.2502





 12652  diag  from Table 1 and the associated right eigenvectors  12652 xxxX   
from Table 2. Then, we can easily verify that:  
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  0201222113121222311  XMYXMYMYXMY HHHH  
    02112113121222131122231  XMYMYMYXMYMYXMY HHHHHH  
5. Conclusion 
In this paper, we showed how to compute eigenvalues and eigenvectors of polynomial eigenvalue problem. We derived 






   . These orthogonality relations play important role in control theory, for 
example for solving the partial eigenvalue assignment problem. The study of the partial eigenvalue assignment problem of 
higher order control system using the orthognality relation presented in this work is under preparation by the authors. 
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